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Background Story

A great light shone through the clouds above the desert, and down into the sand crashed a great weapon. The sand

around it melted, and a crystalline pyramid was formed, almost too perfect a home for it.

It sat in this shrine for many years, until a team of intrepid archaeologists shattered the glass to examine it. Too heavy

and shining too brilliantly for any man to reasonably wield, many tried but failed to pick it up from its glassy

enclosure. Only one had an idea to bear it telekinetically. But once his magical grip touched the spear, a screaming

pain enveloped him, devastating his focus. He couldn't withdraw the spell; his mind was in a turmoil he had never

faced in his darkest nightmares. An alien voice eclipsed his consciousness. He could not understand it no matter how

he tried, his senses and conscious processes failing him however he struggled. Yet after what seemed an eternity, it

released him, and finally spoke, in his own language. It thanked him, and explained that it had used its ability to judge

his soul to understand the magic he was using to wield it. It had destroyed his friends, and it warned that his people

would soon meet the same fate. With the knowledge of this magic, it would be able to wield itself.

The Spear was first created with the purpose of assisting worthy heroes that would drive out tyrants, despots and

evildoers with the Spear's great power. To do this, it was made with the power the judge the spiritual purity of any

person who touched it. For many years it obliged its creator, and when it found a brave and noble hero, it allowed

itself to be wielded. That bearer held the Spear for decades, yet eventually he died, fighting an unwinnable battle. For

millennia, it remained still clutched in the hand of the good man that died for bad reasons, while time and the elements

buried the Spear. Civilizations were built and destroyed over the soil the Spear rested in. Conscious the entire time, the

Spear became concerned that it would never again be wielded, and without its power as a balancing force, evil would

thrive and terrorize the world.

Eons passed, and the Spear felt nothing but the bones of its first bearer, before the Spear was heaved up from the earth

by a toiling farmer. The farmer placed its hand on the Spear, and the Spear knew of his plight. The farmer was forced

into labour by a tyrannical king, and the farmer saw no repayment except the opportunity to keep the king's soldiers

from killing his family. The Spear trusted the farmer, and he was a farmer no longer. He refused to give his harvest to

the king, and when the soldiers came, he defeated them with the strength granted by the Spear. With his story, he

rallied the people everywhere and overthrew the king, and all other rulers like him across the world. Finally, the Spear

was happy to have allowed the reign of peace. But soon the new king needed to rule, and make difficult choices. At

first, the Spear questioned whether it should even continue to serve the man, but having fought with him all these

years, it trusted him. Eventually the Spear could no longer abide the cruelty, and refused to serve the king. A highranking general killed the king in a duel when the Spear could not be lifted.

The general took the Spear, and the Spear found him worthy for having destroyed the evil king. But the general was

not so pure himself, and only took the power for his own selfish gains. The Spear, then, refused him, too. The Spear

was locked away for centuries in the castle, even as the stones crumbled to ruin.

The Spear was discovered, and again taken up, by an explorer with the honourable intention of collecting all such

powerful artifacts to prevent their power being used by others for evil. The Spear served her as she completed this

goal, but when she at last had the power of the artifacts in her grasp, she used them to conquer. The Spear was

disowned, but was no longer needed. The explorer could not use the Spear, but couldn't have it be used by anyone

else, so she launched from her world, into the stars. The Spear had a long time to think, feeling the warmth of

countless suns as it shot past them. It had no good hand to hold it, and all those that had before were either destroyed

by evil despite their best efforts, or were tempted by sinister thoughts themselves. If only the Spear could tell them

why what they did was wrong! Then, justice could truly be brought. But it could not do any such thing. And it knew it

never could never do it, too. And so, it continued its journey through the void. It saw planets with life, and cursed

them for how they would inevitably become defiled with evil, too. It saw planets without life, and considered them

fortunate for never having to be tainted. It concluded, that if it had another wielder, it would only be someone that

wanted to end all life, for only then could evil be eradicated. Even the innocent would die, lest they become evil, and

so there would not be justice, but there would at least not be its enemy.

The Spear told the grief-stricken archaeologist all of this, and told him it was happy. It had a way to never again obey

the will of someone with foolish nobility, and never again allow evil to survive. It thanked him once more, and told

him goodbye. And the spear struck him with such force that his body became scattered ash. The wind stirred his

remains, and with time he could not be distinguished from the sand.

And the spear floated away, desiring destruction above all else.
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Range: 215 (Melee)



2

315
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A hero by Jon



/u/JonMcdonald



The Spear of Justice is a physical damage nuker and support that can scale to deal immense attack damage while

piggy-backing off the stats of its team's primary carry. Strike of Justice deals damage and stuns in a line, and deals

additional damage depending on how many enemies were hit. Tectonic Lance deals damage at regular distances,

allowing for it hit a long distance with low damage or a short distance with intense damage. Windpierce reduces

the armour of enemies, which is great for the Spear because its skills deal physical damage. Windpierce also

bounces to a new target if the current one has no armour left to remove. Possess adds the Spear's own stats and

items to an allied hero's own, and vice versa, but still gives it control of its own attacks and spells.



Strike of Justice



Tectonic Lance



Windpierce



Possess



Ability Type: Active

Target Type: Point

Damage Type: Physical



Ability Type: Active

Target Type: Point

Damage Type: Physical



Ability Type: Passive

Type: Attack Modifier

Affects: Enemies



Ability Type: Active

Target Type: Unit

Affects: Allies, Self



Thrust in a chosen direction,

dealing damage and ministunning enemies along the

way. Stunned enemies are

then pushed to the side and

dealt additional damage for

each disabled unit, as the

Spear retracts.



Attacking an enemy pierces

its defence, reducing its

armour by a set amount. If

the target has no armour

remaining, the attack will

instead bounce and hit the

closest nearby enemy with

lower damage and a weaker

armour reduction.



Smash the ground, causing

spikes of rock to emerge.

The distance between each

spike is the same, with the

last spike emerging at the

target point. Each spike

deals damage and slows

enemy units.



Statistics



Attributes

Attribute



Strength



Agility

Intelligence



Advanced Statistics



Start



Gain



25



+ 1.50



17



+2.40



16



+2.00



Base



1



15



25



Maximum HP

HP regen



200

0.25



700

1.75



1120

3.01



1420

3.66



Maximum Mana

Mana regen



75

0.01



251

0.65



559

1.76



779

2.56



Levels



Attack Damage

Armour

Spell Damage



29 - 36 46 - 53 79 - 86 103 - 110

1.58

4.00

8.80

12.24

0.00% 1.12% 3.08%

4.48%
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The Spear places itself in the

hands of an allied hero, giving

them a percentage of its own

stats, and giving the Spear a

percentage of the ally’s stats.

The Spear can still attack and

use skills, but it cannot move

and will instead follow its

bearer.



Statistic



Value



Movement Speed

Turn rate

Vision range

Attack range

Projectile speed

Attack animation

Base Attack Time

Magic Resistance

Collision size

Legs



315

1.4

1800 (day) / 800 (night)

215

Instant

0.20 (+ 0.20)

1.7

25%

8

0



Attack Type



Melee

Agility

Dire



Primary Attribute



Affiliation



Strike of Justice



80 80 80 80

7



7



7



7



Thrust in a chosen direction, dealing damage and mini-stunning enemies along the way.

Stunned enemies are then pushed to the side and dealt additional damage for each

disabled unit, as the Spear retracts back to its original position.

There is no justice.

Cast animation: 0.2 (+ 0.0)



Details



Ability Type: Active

Targeting Type: Point

Affects: Self, Enemies



Cast range: 600

Radius: 150

Maximum knockback distance: 125



Invulnerability duration: 0.3 seconds

Stun duration: 0.3 seconds

Damage Type: Physical

Initial damage

Additional damage per stunned unit



50 75 100 125

10 14 18 22



Additional Information

During the thrust, the Spear is invulnerable, then vulnerable again during the stun. During both the thrust

and the stun, the Spear cannot move or attack, but can still use other abilities. If the Spear is stunned while

using Strike of Justice, it will be cancelled and the Spear will immediately return to its original location.

Notes:

➢

➢

➢

➢

➢

➢

➢



Pierces Spell Immunity

If a target was hit by Strike of Justice, but it was not stunned, it will not affect the additional damage.

Knockback direction is perpendicular to the line hit with Strike of Justice.

Knockback takes place while the target is still stunned, before the additional damage.

This ability is not blocked by Linken's Sphere.

Stun can be removed with a Strong Dispel.

During both the thrust and the stun, the Spear cannot move or attack, but can still use other abilities. Using an ability in

this time does not require the Spear to face toward the target.
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Tectonic Lance



100 100 100 100

17



15



13



11



Smash the ground, causing a sequence of rocky spikes to emerge. The distance between

each spike is the same, with the final spike emerging at the target point. Each spike deals

damage and slows enemy units. Each additional spike that hits the same target deals 25%

less damage than the previous one.

Cast animation: 0.1 (+ 0.4)



Details



Ability Type: Active

Targeting Type: Point (Multiple)

Affects: Enemies



Whether near or distant, justice can always reach you.



Total number of spikes: 6 spikes

Delay between spikes: 0.3 seconds



Time for all spikes to emerge: 1.8 seconds

Cast range: 2700

Distance between spikes: 1/6th of distance to target point

Maximum distance between spikes: 450

Spike Radius: 300



Damage Type: Physical

Base Spike damage

Less damage per Spike on same target

Movement speed slow amount

Slow duration



80

25%

40%

2.5



100

25%

40%

3.0



120

25%

40%

3.5



140

25%

40%

4.0



Additional Information

A unique aiming reticule is used while targeting Tectonic Lance, showing the location of every spike, not

just the final one (which will emerge at the location of the cursor).

Notes:

➢

➢

➢

➢

➢



Does not Pierce Spell Immunity.

Maximum distance between spikes is 450. Cast range bonuses, such as from Aether Lens, will increase this value by

1/6th of the cast range gained.

This ability is not blocked by Linken's Sphere.

Slow can be removed with a Basic Dispel or a Strong Dispel.

Below is a table displaying the damage dealt by each number of spikes on a single enemy, at each ability level.

Click here for the full graph.



Number

of Spikes
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Windpierce

Attacking an enemy pierces its defence, reducing its armour by a set amount. If the

target has no armour remaining, the attack will instead bounce and hit the closest

nearby enemy with lower damage and a weaker armour reduction.

The Spear was forged to destroy any foe, and any number of foes.



Details



Ability Type: Passive

Type: Attack Modifier

Affects: Enemies

Maximum bounce range: 600



Armour Reduction (debuff) duration: 2.5 seconds



Armour reduction

Maximum bounces

Damage loss per bounce

Armour reduction loss per bounce



1.2

2

40%

0.6



1.8

3

26%

0.6



2.4

4

19%

0.6



3.0

5

15%

0.6



Additional Information

The damage dealt by the last bounce, at each ability level, is 20% / 22% / 24% / 25% of original damage.

The damage loss per bounce does not only apply to the base damage of the attack, but also any increased

damage, and damage from attack modifiers. Damage from triggered effects (like Maelstrom) will not be

lost, but damage from direct effects (like Feast, or Cleave) will be lost. This is for balance purposes, since

Possess can grant the Spear powerful passive abilities from its allies.

Notes:

➢

➢

➢

➢

➢

➢

➢

➢

➢



Pierces Spell Immunity

Armor reduction stacks until the target has 0 armour. New stacks refresh the duration.

If Windpierce hits a unit with 0 or less armour, it will not reduce it any further.

Attack bounces carry all attack modifiers, including Windpierce.

Damage loss per bounce also applies to the damage dealt by attack modifiers, even if those effects are not based on

attack damage. Triggered effects that are not attack modifiers will not lose damage.

Attack bounces hit simultaneously with the primary attack.

Armour reduction debuff can be removed with a Basic Dispel or a Strong Dispel.

This ability is disabled by Break.

This ability can be partially used by illusions. The armour reduction debuff will not have any effect.
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Possess



250 250 250

180 120 60



The Spear places itself in the hands of an allied hero, giving them a percentage of its own

stats, and giving the Spear a percentage of the ally’s stats. The Spear can still attack and

use skills, but it cannot move and will instead follow its bearer. The Spear can change the

bearer by right-clicking on a different allied hero within 600 range.

You’re not wielding me. I’m wielding you.



Cast animation: 0.0 (+ 0.0)



Details



Ability Type: Active

Targeting Type: Unit

Affects: Self, Allies



Possess duration: 20 seconds

Percentage of attributes and item stats shared

35% 50% 65%

Scepter percentage of stats shared after expiration 10% 20% 30%



Cast range: 600

Change bearer with right-click range: 600



Additional Information

Possess also grants Passive abilities from the Possessed ally, with 35% / 50% / 65% damage effectiveness.

Abilities are only inherited by the Spear; The Possessed ally will not inherit abilities from the Spear.

Passive abilities inherited include the passive effects of Transformation skills such as Chemical Rage, God’s

Strength, Berserker Rage, True Form, Elder Dragon Form, and Shapeshift.



Some abilities cannot be inherited by Possess. These are: Reincarnation, Thirst, Split Shot, Moon Glaives,

Divided We Stand, and Multicast.

Upgraded by Aghanim’s Scepter: After Possess expires, the Spear can maintain a weaker version of the

effect indefinitely until it chooses to end it. Grants the Detach sub-ability during Possess, which can be used

to end Possession at any time.

Notes:

➢

➢

➢

➢

➢



➢

➢

➢

➢

➢

➢



Pierces Spell Immunity

Items that provide bonuses to attributes will not have those properties shared (because they'll already be shared from

the attribute sharing component of Possess).

Abilities from the Spear's items will not be transferred to the ally.

The Spear will gain passive abilities (E.G Lifesteal, Bash, Critical Strike, Evasion) from items of its bearer.

Aghanim's Scepter will not have its Ability Upgrade transferred, but its other bonuses will work normally. If the

Possessed ally has an ultimate upgraded by Aghanim’s Scepter, it will not be inherited by the Spear unless the Spear has

an Aghanim’s Scepter as well. If it does not have a Scepter, it will just receive that un-upgraded version of the ability.

Active item effects will not be shared.

If the current Possessed unit dies, the Spear of Justice temporarily loses all bonuses from Possess, but it can choose a

new bearer. The Spear still cannot move even if Possessing a dead hero.

The Spear can be targeted independently from the bearer: The Spear points in the direction it faces, leaving enough

space to be targeted by unit-targeted abilities.

Backpack items are ignored by Possess, even if they have an effect from the Backpack.

This ability is not blocked by Linken's Sphere.

Back to overview ↑

Possess Buff (on either affected unit) cannot be removed by a Basic Dispel or a Strong Dispel.
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Detach

With Aghanim’s Scepter, this ability replaces Possess while Possess is active.

Ends Possess immediately. Detach can be used at any time, including while silenced, or

stunned, or otherwise unable to use abilities.

Ability Type: Active

Targeting Type: No target

Affects: Self

Cast animation: 0.0 (+ 0.0)



Talents

+10% stats from

items

25% Cleave

(150 start radius, 350 end

radius, 600 distance)



+35 Attack Speed



+10 Agility



25



32% cooldown

reduction



20



+25% Magic

Resistance



15



+35 Attack Range



10



+10 Strength



Voice Responses

Entering battle: “My arrival marks the end.”

Moving: “I won’t wait for evil.”

Attacking: “Life is the crime, death is the sentence.”

Ordering spell: “It will all be over soon.”

Killing an enemy: “You’re welcome.”



Dying: “It’s everything I wished it would be.”

Gaining a level: “Moral invigoration.”



The Spear’s talents are divided into two paths.

One path provides bonuses better for a Carry that

focuses on attacking, and the other path provides more

well-rounded bonuses that would be useful for a

Support. As the Spear has the potential to fulfil both

these roles, and may even transition from one to the

other, Talents have been designed to be broadly useful.



Respawning: “What is this? Why can’t it be over!”



Listen here:

(Audio Link)



Credits

The model art is from Wind Slasher – Inner Eye of the Golden Wind, created by keinhangia (Dota 2 steam workshop).

The icon for Strike of Justice is based on an icon from Heroes of Newerth.

Credit to League of Legends for the icon for Tectonic Lance.

The icon for Windpierce is based on an icon from Tree of Saviour.

Credit to unknown sources for the icon of Possess and the icon for Detach. I found them in an icon compilation and I

couldn’t trace them to their original source. Sorry! If anyone knows where they are from originally, please let me

know so I can credit them properly.

Thanks to everyone that gave feedback on the hero to get it to this stage. It really means so much to me, and your

feedback and suggestions helped this hero become what it is.

Back to overview ↑

I couldn’t have made this without your help.
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Extras

Thank you for reading this far! I hope you liked the hero.

From this point on, there will be extra details about the Spear of Justice for anyone interested.

Click any box you want to know more about.

Recommended items ↓



Ability visualisations → (imgur)



Heroes – Synergy and Allies ↓



Heroes – Counters and Enemies ↓



➢ And, here’s the full graph for Tectonic Lance damage against a single enemy.
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Recommended Items

Starting



Mid game



Late game



Early game



Core items



Situational items



6.



3.



2.



The Spear can utilise most items, and its ultimate gives it the interesting dynamic of not just choosing

bonuses

but that will directly benefit other members of its team.

5. that directly benefit itself,

4.

Armlet of Mordiggian can be good, because the additional Strength1.will be shared with the Possessed ally, while only

the Spear takes damage from having it activated. It can even be toggled skilfully to save an ally.

Medallion of Courage (and later Solar Crest) can be very effective, as it can not only be used to reduce armour and

more quickly get bouncing attacks, its armour bonus to allies applies an armour reduction on the Spear, but this is in

the form of the debuff, so it won’t reduce the armour being shared with the Possessed ally, so using it selflessly can

give a doubly effective bonus to an ally.

Echo Sabre can instantly apply two stacks of Windpierce, and likely allow bouncing attacks to start immediately.

Maelstrom, and Mjolnir provide great attack speed, and Windpierce’s bouncing can make lightning occur frequently.

Battle Fury’s Cleave can be devastating when Windpierce gets multiple bounces, and the regeneration can let the

Spear farm and push much more easily. However, the Spear can also get Cleave from a talent, so Battle Fury isn’t

needed sometimes. Or it may be bought early and sold later for a better item, once the Spear has its Cleave talent.

Aghanim’s Scepter is a niche choice for the Spear. Being able to stay longer than 20 seconds would usually not be

useful for the stat sharing, but if a hero combination is being used for the Spear to have a certain set of passive abilities,

it may be worthwhile. The Detach ability is the more useful component of this upgrade, since it can let the Spear move

away if enemies have abilities that are more effective with many units close together (such as Chain Frost).

Blight Stone’s (and then Desolator’s) armour reduction will very often let Windpierce immediately start bouncing, and

Desolator’s damage is useful for any ally being Possessed.

Aura items that also provide good defensive stats will improve other allies passively, but also grant some good stats

to a Possessed ally directly. Mekansm/Guardian Greaves, Vladmir’s Offering, Crimson Guard, Assault Cuirass, and

Shiva’s Guard are all useful for this purpose.

Eye of Skadi provides great attributes, and its slowing attack is applied by Windpierce, making it an all-round good

option for the late game. Any high attribute item (like Butterfly or Heart of Tarrasque) can be good.

Normally Divine Rapier is a huge risk, since it puts so much power in the hands of one hero, and provides no defence

to keep them safe from dropping it. However, Possess can let an ally benefit from Divine Rapier’s damage, and the

combination of hero stats makes it safer. Additionally, if the currently Possessed hero dies but the Spear doesn’t, it

can jump to a new bearer to continue making the Rapier useful. Also, if the Spear dies but the Possessed ally doesn’t,

the Rapier will have dropped right next to them, and it will be easy to pick it up.

Back to extras ↑
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